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PrISUm History
PrISUm is about to embark on a journey of a lifetime. PrISUm was founded in 1989 with the goal of
winning the 1990 GM Sunrayce and securing an all-expense paid trip to the 1991 World Solar
Challenge held in Australia. Unfortunately, the team was unable to snag a podium finish, yielding
us unable to race through The Land Down Under. Over the next quarter century, countless members of PrISUm vigorously planned and fundraised to bring the team to its first international race,
but were unsuccessful. Now, thanks to a dedicated group of 120 Iowa State Students, PrISUm is
on route to Australia with a revolutionary vehicle.
On September 17th, 15 Iowa State University students will touch down in Adelaide, Australia in
preparation to race Penumbra across the continent. These members will spend five and a half
weeks traversing the continent and showing the world the future of transportation. Kangaroos
will be spotted, brush fires avoided, and camping in remote locations will be conducted. We
cannot wait for this great adventure to start and will be sending updates during our travels. Stay
tuned!

PrISUm, the namesake car, was the beginning of
Iowa State’s Solar Car team.

Penumbra, PrISUm’s 14th car, is the beginning of
PrISUm’s time on the international level.

PrISUm Sponsor Spotlight
PrISUm is honored to represent all of our partners and
donors on the International Stage. A few that we would
like to recognize in this Month’s update:
Premier Partner - The Boeing Company
The Boeing Company has safely delivered all of
PrISUm’s materials to the land down under. Batteries
and car included! Thanks to the help of Boeing, PrISUm
was able to ship out to Australia on September 2 - which
in turn has given the team a competitive edge through
allowing us to complete the car, test the car further,
and inspirt more through outreach! Additionally, many
competing teams have had difficulties getting their
materials into Australia and getting their hands on their
cargo. Thanks to Boeing’s support, we are right on
schedule to assemble and test the vehicle as one of the
few teams to begin.

Yusen Logistics Yusen is an international Freight Forwarding company,
working with and contracted by the Boeing Company,
to ensure the safe departure, travel, handling, and
pickup of Penumbra, her batteries, and the team’s
supplies. The team has worked with the United States
and Australian divisions of Yusen throughout the
process; assisting with space, time, and resources to
assemble and test.
Gold Partner - Bridgestone
Bridgestone has given the team, just recently, the
honor of testing the EV R&D Ecopia Tires with Ologic
technology. Developmental use for high-efficiency EV’s
for the standard user, our goals of developing a car for
the average consumer and the world’s first solar Utility
vehicle matches the goals of Bridgestone. Using these
tires will give the team a competitive advantage as they
are the most efficient tires in the world, and only a
handful of teams are allowed to use them.

Shipping Penumbra
The days leading up to Penumbra’s shipment were hectic to say the least. The
team was in a dead sprint to make sure every single part going to Australia was
in the right place, and accounted for. Our goal was to have an entire car of spare
parts. This meant sleep was sparse and trips to the hardware store were
frequent.
The night before the crate was due to leave, all those parts were weighed and
assembled into their containers. From cleaning tires (so that they can clear
Australian customs) to making plastic boxes to contain awkward parts of
Penumbra; everyone had a job to complete. I am incredibly proud to say that we
packed Penumbra and didn’t forget too much! The things that we did forget
were brought onto the plane with the race crews’ personal luggage.
Without a car in Ames, the team felt very relieved, and celebration was well
deserved for this accomplishment. The race crew attended several meetings to
talk about life in Australia and the study abroad trip that they were about to
embark on. After packing the crate, the race crews’ responsibility was to get all
their own items packed and ready for the long haul flight. Among the typical
race shirt and jeans in the race crews’ luggage, the T.S.A. agents may be
surprised by the random parts, tools, and booklets they will find.
When the majority of the race crew assembled at the shop to prepare for their
flight, the hype surrounding the trip was palpable. With spirts high, the
remaining members of the race crew departed Ames and will be arriving in
Darwin very soon.

Penumbra’s Timeline in Australia
As soon as both Penumbra and the race crew complete their long trek to Adelaide, the clock starts
ticking to accomplish pre-race tasks and ultimately prepare Penumbra to travel many miles on the
Stuart Highway. The first week in-country, our team will be residing in Adelaide and working in Yusen
Logistics’ warehouse to unpack the car and reassemble the battery pack. From it’s initial inspection, the
car appeared to sustain only minor cosmetic damage and should be mechanically operational as soon
as we attach the wheels. But we will know for sure once the team heads up to Coober Pedy for their
second week in-country where we will perform efficiency testing on a small stretch of the highway.
Along the way, several of our members will also be applying strain gauge instrumentation to analyze the
dynamic loading on each frame attachment. The data collected here will later play a crucial role in the
monocoque design of the next vehicle.
Right around the last days of September, the crew will continue to travel north on the Stuart Highway,
stopping briefly to camp in Tenant Creek, and finally landing in Darwin just shy of eight days before the
start of the race. Within these eight days, WSC officials will conduct scrutineering of Penumbra to make
sure she meets each regulation. At that time, we will have an excellent opportunity to talk with some of
our competition and wish them good luck on the long haul back south.
October 8 will put Penumbra right at the start line and ready to show the world her potential in the
proving grounds that is the Australian outback. For the race crew this marks the start of a six day
journey of avoiding kangaroos, camping under the stars, and ultimately ensuring Penumbra stays on
course. And if all goes well we be cheering her through the finish line in Adelaide around October 13 .
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After completing her 3000 km journey, our race crew will carefully crate Penumbra back up,
disassemble the battery pack, and ensure everything will survive the last leg back to the USA. With
everyone in Iowa and Australia incredibly excited to see their hard work pay off, we will surely be
posting updates along the way.

Why We Do Solar Car
Penumbra is the world’s first solar utility vehicle. With its
creation, PrISUm is going to travel to Australia and show the
world how practical a solar vehicle can actually be. During
creation, customer satisfaction was considered in every
decision. Through this methodology, PrISUm has created a
vehicle that will change how people look at renewable energy
electric vehicles. We aspired to create a vehicle that anybody
could walk up to and see themselves driving on a daily basis.
With this, PrISUm hopes to inspire people to continue to
advance this technology. By continuing advancement, solar
powered vehicles could become common vehicles for people
around the world.
Imagine if everyone had solar powered vehicles. Everyone
drives to work in the morning and during the day, their car
charges in the parking lot. But what if they plug their cars into
their work building? Once their car is fully charged, the solar
panels can start producing energy for the building. You now
have parking lots of solar panels on vehicles harnessing energy
for buildings. This is one of the many ways that advancing solar
vehicle and solar power technology can propel society into
renewable resources. With movements like this, renewable
energy could be the world’s primary energy source.

Thank You to Our Partners
Premier

Platinum: $40,000+

Gold: $20,000-$40,000

Morgan Meredith Inc.

Silver: $10,000-$20,000

Bronze: $5,000-$10,000
Technical Service Inc., TPI Composites, Deluxe Machine and MFG, Central Iowa Machine
Inc., Evan Stumpges, George White—Ames, HNI HON Allsteel.

Cardinal: $2,000-$5,000
Airtech, Joe and LuAnn Meyers, Polynt Composites, Grimm Brothers, DOW, Engineering
Student Council, Molex, Vectorply, Bodycote, Sinned Customs, Caterpillar

Community: $0-$2,000
Bittele, Apps4Rent, Liberty Anodizing, Workiva, National Electronic Alloys, Linear
Technology, VMware Foundation, Sevde Self Storage, Gorilla Glue, Current Ways,
Douglas and Muriel Gifford, Steven and Lynn Goode, Charley Klima, Edward Cramer,
Paul Gates and Marie Franchett, Dale and Judith Van Zante, Denny’s Vents and
Things, Alan Johnson, Mr. Timothy Lass, Mr. Douglas and Mrs. Susan Maass,
Mr. Jeffrey McClenathan, John Dunn, Gary and Connie Kent, Eric Weflen, Margo
Works, Mike Kiester, Jeff Benz (The Solar Consultants), Sandra Widmar, Charles
Kiester, William and Sonya Burtnett, Dee Dreeszen, Eric and Ann Wilson, West Ames
Hy-Vee, Vicor, Ronald and Jane Brownlee, American Waterjet Cutting, Convestro,
Elizabeth Hunter, MidAmerican Energy, and Maquoketa Valley Electric Cooperative.

